Care of Your Fixture and Safety

GENERAL SAFETY RULES:

WARNING: Read and understand all instructions. Failure to follow all instructions provided may result in serious injury.
CAUTION: Do not allow persons to operate or assemble this light until they have read this manual and have developed a thorough understanding of how the light works.
WARNING: The warnings, cautions, and instructions discussed in the manual cannot cover all possible conditions or situations that could occur. It must be understood by the operator that common sense and caution are factors that cannot be built into this product, but must be supplied by the operator.

IMPORTANT SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

- Proper installation of this product requires the installer to have a good understanding of circuitry.
- Please operate your fixture in accordance the operation method and retain the proper operation procedures.
- Before attempting to install your light fixture, ensure power to outlet box is off for your own safety.
- WARNING: Connect green fixture wire to grounding screw in junction box.
- WARNING: Do not touch the steel when it is working.
- Do not use any harsh abrasives, detergents or anything containing ammonia to clean your light fixture.
- Bulbs are not included with your light fixture, only use bulbs recommended for your fixture.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN DAMAGE TO THE PRODUCT OR SERIOUS INJURY TO YOU!

LIGHT FIXTURE USE AND CARE

- Do not modify the light in any way. Unauthorized modification may impair the function and/or safety and could affect the life of the product.
- Check damaged or worn out parts before using your light fixture. Broken parts will affect the light fixtures operation. Replace or repair damaged or worn parts immediately.
- When the light is mounted in one certain way, store the other mounting bases or rods in case you decide to change how it is mounted in the future.